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Let Wmrp denote the Sobolev space of functions on IR” whose distributional 
derivatives of order up to m lie in I!,~@?“) for 1 <p,< CO. When 1 <p < co, it is 
known that he multipliers on W”‘@ are the same as those on Lp. This result is true 
for p = 1 only if n = 1. For, we prove that the integrable distributions of order <l 
whose first order derivatives are also integrable oforder <l, belong to the class of 
multipliers on IV*’ and there are such distributions which are not bounded 
measures. These distributions are also multipliers on LP, for 1 <p < co. Moreover, 
they form exactly the multiplier space of a certain Segal algebra. We have also 
proved that the multipliers on IV”‘,’ are necessarily integrable distributions of order 
<l or <2 accordingly asm is odd or even. We have obtained the multipliers f om 
L’(R”) into PP.9 1 <p < cc, and the multiplier space of w”.’ is reahsed as a dual 
space of certain continuous functions on IF?” which vanish at infinity. 
INTRODUCTION 
We study in this paper the multipliers ofSobolev spaces. Let IV’“*p denote 
the Sobolev space of functions on IR” whose distributional derivatives of 
order upto m lie in Lp (IT?“) for 1 <p < co. Whenever 1 < p < co, it turns out 
that the multipliers on Wmqp are the same as the multipliers on Lp 
(Theorem 2.9). As a special case of the results in [7] the above result holds 
also for p = I if n = 1, so that the multiplier space on VT* are bounded 
measures on the real line. But if n > 1, the space of multipliers on w”*’ 
(m > 1) is larger than the space of bounded measures. For, we show that 
integrable distributions of order 41, whose first order derivatives are also 
integrable of order Ql, belong to the class of multipliers on w”q’ and there 
are such distributions which are not bounded measures for n > 1 
(Propositions 3.2 and 3.7). 
Moreover, it is interesting to note that such distributions are also 
multipliers on Lp for 1 <p < co (Remark 3.3) and that the space of such 
distributions i exactly the multiplier space of a certain Segal algebra 
(Proposition 5.6). Incidentally, this gives an example of a Segal algebra 
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whose multiplier space can be explicitly determined and is larger than th 
space of bounded measures. 
We also prove that the multipliers of Wm.’ are integrable distributions ( 
order <l or ~$2 accordingly as m is odd or even. 
In the first section we characterize the multipliers from L’(R”) into IV” 
for 1 <p < .oo. In the fourth section we show that the space of multipliers o 
Wm” can be realised as the dual space of certain continuous functions on R 
vanishing at infinity. 
Also, we mention that, for a space of distributions F, we have associated 
space D(F) which might be considered as a dual concept to that of Sobole 
spaces. This notion facilitates our arguments in the identification f th 
multiplier spaces (see Sections II and III). 
PRELIMINARIES 
Let I?” denote the Euclidean space of dimension n. We write R for the re; 
line. If x E R” is denoted by (x,, x, ,..., x ) and a = (a, ,..., a ,) is an n-tupl 
of nonnegative integers aj, we call a a multi-index and mean by x” th 
monomial xalxa* * .*-x;n. We denote by aj the partial derivative a/ax,, fc 
1 <j Q )2 add by P the differential operator of order Ia 1, written a 
p = plpz ...a;n, Ial= aI + .-- + a,. 
If L;(lR*‘) stands for the usual space of p-integrable functions on R”, w 
define the Sobolev space IV”9R(lF?“) for 1 <p Q co and m any non-negativ 
integer as follows. 
Wmlp = {JE Lp(Rn): aye Lp(R") for 0 < ja( Q m}, 
where auf is the distributional derivative of f corresponding to the mult 
index a. 
G3 denotes the space of all infinitely differentiable functions with compac 
support defined in IR” and @‘, its dual, the space of all distributions on R’ 
The space 9 stands for the class of infinitely differentiable functions f on R 
satisfying 
SUP paDf(x)I < 00 xsw 
for all multi-indices a, /3. 9’ is the dual space of Y, called the space c 
tempered distributions on R”. For the topologies of GZ, .@I, 9 and Y”, se 
F91. 
By C, we mean the space of continuous functions on I? which vanish 2 
infinity. For any non-negative integer m, Cr will be the space of functior 
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which are m times differentiable and vanish at infinity along with their 
derivatives. Under the norm 
Cf is a Banach space. The dual space of Cr, denoted by (Corn)’ issaid to be 
the space of integrable distributions of order <m. Every element T of (Cr)’ 
can be expressed in the form 
where p, belong to M(R”), the space of bounded measures on R”. The norm 
on (Corn)’ can be given by 
where the infimum is taken over all such representations of T. (See Horvath 
[4].) Clearly, (Cz)’ is M([R”) itself. We use (.,.) to denote the dual space 
pairing. 
Let A = Xi”= i (a’/axf) be the Laplacian operator on R”. A parametrix for 
A is a distribution P with compact support such that 
where 6 is the Dirac delta measure and r is some function in g. 
We call a locally convex Hausdorff space F, a normal space of 
distributions (Horvath [4, p. 3191) if GPJ c F c G2’, the imbeddings are 
continuous and GJ is dense in F, 
Let t, denote the translation operator for y E R” defined on v, E L% as 
ty v(x) = dx - Y), x,y E R” 
and on r%’ as t, T(p) = T(z,p) for each cp E 2J. Let F be a Banach space of 
distributions or functions on IF?” such that F is closed with respect o tran- 
slations. Then by a multiplier on F we mean a bounded linear transformation 
from F into itself which commutes with translations. We denote by (F, F) the 
class of all multipliers on F. More generally, (F,, FJ would mean the class 
of all multipliers from F, into F,, where F, and F, are spaces satisfying the 
above properties. We observe that all the spaces under our consideration, Lp, 
Wm*p, 1 <p Q co, Cr and the like, satisfy those properties and in fact a tran- 
slation operator is an isometry in these cases. 
In the sequel we focus our attention on the multipliers of the Sobolev 
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spaces IV”. In the fust section we characterize the multipliers from L ‘(F?’ 
into IPp for 1 Qp Q co and in the later sections turn to the problem ( 
multipliers on lPp, 1 < p < 00. 
I. MULTIPLIERS FROM L’ INTO Wmvp 
In this section we characterise the multipliers from L’(E3”) into Wmlp fc 
1 <p < co and any non-negative integer m. These multipliers can be ider 
titled with WmVp itself whenever 1 <p Q co. But in the case when p = 
these are given by the space of functions 
{fE L’(lR”): FfE M(lR”) for [cl Q m}. 
When m = 1, this space is given by the elements in L’(R”) which are c 
bounded variation over R”. 
The Sobolev space IP’ forms an algebra under convolution. This is 
consequence of the following proposition which shows that Wm*’ is, in fact, 
Segal algebra [8]. 
For simplicity, we state the results for the case m = 1, as the proof i 
analogous whenever m > 1. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The Sobolev space W’*’ is a Segal algebra on IR’ 
under its norm 
Proof. Clearly, Ilfllw,,, ~IlfllL, for f~ W’*‘. As the operator i 
commutes with translations, for y E I?” and fE W”’ we have 
Further, we can write 
II qJ-fllw = II qLf--fIlLI + i:II Q,f- q.fll,l 
j=l 
which by the continuity of translation for functions in L’ yields tht 
continuous translating property for every f in WI”. That @ is contained ir 
W”’ shows that W”’ is dense in L’. Hence the proposition follows. 
Remark 1.2. For any Segal algebra on I?“, we can analogously define 
s’ = {J-E s: a,j-E s, j = 1, 2 ,..., n}. Then S’ would be a Segal algebra on R’ 
with the norm \I& = llflls + CjL lPiflls forfE: S’. 
We now proceed to obtain the multipliers from L’ into W”‘. 
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DEFINITION 1.3. Let L ’ n B V denote the space 
{fE L’: CY,fE M,j = I,2 ,...) n}. 
L ’ n B V stands for the space of functions in L ‘(I?“) which are of bounded 
variation over I?“. It can be shown that L’ n BV is a Banach space under 
the norm 
If II LIrwY = IlfllL~ + t Ilv-llm fEL’nBV. 
j=l 
THEOREM 1.4. The space of multipliers (L’, W’*‘) is isometrically 
isomorphic to the space L’ n BV. 
ProoJ: First, let T E (L’, W”‘). Then there exists ,U E M(R”) such that 
T.f=lu*f for f E L’(iR”). 
Consider the first partial derivatives a,~ of p. We shall show that 8jp are 
again bounded measures. For j = 1, 2 ,..., n
aj Tf = a,(~ * f) E L’(R”) 
for every f E L’(W). 
Since 8,: W’,’ + L’ is continuous and commutes with translations, ajT is 
a multiplier on L’(lR”). But we know that the multiplier space (L’, L’) is 
isometrically isomorphic to M(lR”), the space of bounded measures. (See, for 
example, [3].) Hence we can find V, E M(lR”) such that 
aju= Vj *J f E L’(lR”). 
For f E 8, a,Tf = a,(,u * f) = 8,,u *$ Therefore v, * f = a,p *f if f E g. If 
we take an approximate identity {e,} c La such that e, + 6 weak star in 
M(R”), we get v, * e, + v, is weak star in A4 and a,p * e, -+ a,p in ka’. Hence 
a,p = v( as distributions. This implies that a,p E M(lR”), for eachj = 1,2... n. 
Now to prove that p is in L’ n BV, we must show that ~1 is actually in 
L’(W). To this end, let P = cpE be a parametrix for the Laplacian A, where 
E is the standard fundamental solution for A (say, E = c/r”-*, n 2 3 
E = C log r, n = 2; 
E(x) = x, x>o 
= 0, x<Oifn=l) 
and o E g such that v, G 1 in a neighbourhood of 0. Then 
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for some c E @. Now convolving with p, 
(Observe that P has compact support and hence the convolution is possible.) 
Since ,U is a bounded measure and c is in a, -@* [) is in L’. If we show 
that ajP is L’(W) then it will prove that ,u is in L’ as 8,~ are bounded 
measures. Consider 
ajP=aj(~E)=aj~. E + (~ajE 
Since E and cYjE are locally summable, it follows that 8,~ * E and @jE are 
in L’(W). Hence 3,P is in L’ for j= 1, 2,..., FLP is actually in IV’.‘. This 
proves that ,u is a function in L' n B V. 
If {e,} c 93 is an approximate identity for L' such that (le,JI,, = 1, for all I 
and e, -+ 6 weak star in M(iR “), we get 
< 1% II TII lleh = II Tll- 
Hence we get 
Conversely, if ,U is any function in L' n SV, we can define a multiplier T
from L' into W”’ by 
Tf=Pu*f, fE L'(R"). 
For, 8, Tf = a,(,~ * f) = 8,~ *f can be established as before for each f E L' 
and since a,,~ are in M(R”), a,TfE L'(W). Also, 
II Tf Ilww = lb *f II W’.’ G lIPllo-i9vIlf IL 
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holds for each fE L’. Hence we get 
II TII G IIP Ilrmv. (2) 
This together with (1) gives the isometry, which completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
Remark 1.5. When n = 1, the theorem gives the result of Burnham and 
Goldberg [ 11. 
For 1 <p < co, the multipliers from L’ into WmVp are more easily iden- 
tified if we recall the following result. 
LEMMA 1.6 [3]. The space of multipliers from L ’ into Lp is isometrically 
isomorphic to Lp, where 1 < p < 00. 
We get an analogous version in the case of Wmqp, 1 <p < 03. 
THEOREM 1.7. The space of multipliers from L1 onto Wmqp is 
isometrically isomorphic to WmVa for m any non-negative integer and 
1 <p<co. 
Proof: If f E Wm*p, then clearly, 
Tg =f * g, gEL’, 
defines a multiplier in (L’, Wm*p) and 
II TII G IIf IIww (3) 
Conversely, let T E (L’, PPp). As FV”*p is continuously imbedded in Lp, 
by Lemma 1.6, there exists an f E Lp such that 
Tg=f*g for every g E L’. 
We shall show that f actually belongs to WmVp. For any g E L’, we know 
that f * g belongs to Wm*p. That is, Pu* g) E Lp for ] a ] < m. We claim that 
auf * g = a=(f * g) 
as distributions. For, if cp E SJ, 
GA wf* g)) = (--l)‘“‘(Pcp, f *g) 
= (-1)‘“’ 1 a”q(x)f * g(x) dx 
I?” 
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using Holder’s inequality, we notice that Fubini’s theorem can be applied 
and so 
which proves our claim. Also, note that 
Ilaaf* gllu= IIa”t.f* g)lltpG Ilf* gllww 
G II TII I i&l 
by our assumption that T E (L’, WmVP). This implies that ao’f is a multiplier 
from L’ into Lp for each la I Q m which by Lemma 1.6, gives us 8olfE Lp, 
lal<m. 
Moreover, by taking an approximate identity {e,} for IVp which lies in 
g such that I( e, lIL ,= 1 for all n, we get, 
IV* enll,m.p G IITII le,ll~~ = II TII. 
As f is in IVSp, this would mean that 
IlfII6vm.P G II W (4) 
Combining (3) and (4) we get the isometric isomorphism. 
II, THE SPACE D(F): MULTIPLIERS ON Wmqp 
In this section, we take up the multipliers from Wmlp into itself. For 
1 <p < co we prove that the multipliers on IPqp coincide with the 
multipliers on Lp for all non-negative integers m. We begin with the case 
m= 1. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let F be any normal space of distributions  R”, 
complete under a norm II IJF. We then define a space D(F) by 
D(F)= 
1 
f=fo+ i: a&:fo,f,,...,fnEF 
I 
(j-E 9’). 
k=l 
Then D(F) is a Banach space under the norm 
Ilf II DcFB = inf@=4lfo IL.., Ilf, IIF) 1,
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where the infimum is taken over all representations off in the form 
k=l 
In the following we shall prove that D(Wlqp) can be identified with Lp if 
1 < p < co. This would enable us to characterize the multipliers on Wlqp, in 
view of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 1 < p < co. Then 
(WI@, W”p) = (D( W’.P), D(W’,P)) = (D( W’*P), LP), 
where the equality sign stands for the isomorphism between the multiplier 
spaces. 
ProoJ: As, clearly, D( W19p) is contained in Lp, we note that (D(W1*p), 
D( W’,“)) c (D(Wlqp), Lp). Hence the theorem would follow once we 
obtain (D(W’I~), Lp) c (W13p, W19p) and ( WIVp, W’*p) contained in 
(D( WIVp), D(W’*p)). 
So first ake T E (D( W’Vp), Lp). Since WI,” c D( Wlpp), for any f E Fk’-p, 
we have Tf E Lp. We would like to show that u is actually in WI-“. 
Consider, 8, Tf in 8’. Since T commutes with translations, T commutes with 
derivations, too. 
Since f E W1lp, 8, f E D( WIVp). Thus T(8, f) belongs to Lp which means 
that a1 v is in Lp. Hence T maps WIVp into itself. We need only to verify the 
continuity of T as a transformation from W’lp into itself. Consider 
II Tf II W1.P = f E w”pe 
Now 
II TfllLP G II TII lf II D(w~.q < II TII lf 1Iwl.p < ll Tll IIf bw for f E WISp. 
Also 
II 8, T’fll,p = II Ta,f llu < II Tll II a,f II~cw~~q < IITll Ilf bw. 
Hence we can find a constant c > 0 such that 
II Tf Ilwu < c Ilf Ilwu for all f E WI,“. 
This proves the continuous inclusion (D( WIYp), Lp) c ( W’*p, W’*p)S 
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Now suppose T E (W’.*, W’lp). We shall show that T corresponds to a 
multiplier on D(Wlvp). For any fE D( W1*p) define 
where f, + J?;=r a,f, is any representation of f in D( W”“). Then Ff is 
independent of the representation ff in D( W’“). If we take fo + cj"= 1ajfj 
to be any representation of 0 in D(W1*p), then for any g C @, 
~~~fo+c~~)=s*fo+c~*~~ is again a representation f0. Consider 
T,fo + C aj(T&> *g= ?Ifo *g + XjajTf, *g 
= Tfo * g + JJ a,( TJ * g) =fo * Tg + C aj(& * Tg), 
by Fubini’s theorem and using the multiplier property of T. 
. = (fo+x8dj*Tg=0 
Now take g = e,, where {e,} c g is an approximate identity for D(Wlvp). 
Then 
Tfo + c a,(Tf,) * e, + Tfo + c ajUj in D(W”‘) 
and hence Tfo + C a,Tfj is zero. This proves that pf is well defined for 
f E D( W’*p). 
That in is linear and commutes with translations follow easily from the 
definition. To see that it is continuous, take f E D( W’*p). 
for any representation f.+ C a,& off in D(W’*p). This immediately gives 
II iifllD(WW G II TII lf IlDuv~,P~~ f E D( W1*p). 
Hence we obtain the required isomorphisms. The three multiplier spaces 
have equivalent norms. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let 1 ( p < co. Then D( W’*“) = Lp. 
Proof. Let P be a parametrix of the Laplacian A, which lies in WI*‘. 
Then, for any f E Lp, P *f E WIBp; For, a,(P * f) = i3,P *f since P has 
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compact support and 8p EL’. We wish to show that P *f is actually in 
W2*p. We need to prove, then, a,aj(P *f) E Lp for any i, j. Let q E S?. Then 
P * q~ E C9 c ,V. For any Y in 6, it can be shown, using the boundedness of 
Riesz operators, that the following estimate is valid: 
II aiajylILP G Ap lld yllLP (1 <P < =I>, 
(see, for example, [ 10, p. 243]), where A, is a constant independent of Y in 
.Y’. Hence 
Il~~~~~~*~~ll~~~~pIl~~~*~~ll~~~ (0 E22. (5) 
But A(P * ~0) = AP * q = (6 + c) * q.~ for some r E G9’. Hence (5) becomes 
II~~~~~~*~~ll~~~~pII~+~*(Pll~~~~p~llV1ll~~+ll~ll~~II(Pll~~~ 
G %4lLP. 
Hence for all o E S?“, we have 
IIaiaf * (PIILPG cll~llLP 
which shows that aiajP defines a continuous linear map on a dense subspace 
of Lp, by convolution. Hence it can be extended continuously to the whole of 
L”. This implies that aiaj(P *f) = BiajP *fE Lp for eachfE Lp. 
Now, the proposition is immediate once we observe that every fE Lp can 
be expressed as 
f=AP*f-{xf for some c E CS(‘. 
= i ai(ai(p *f)) - t *f 
i=l 
= f aif;. +fO, 
i=l 
where f. = -r * f and 4 = ai(P *f), i = 1, 2... n, lie in WITp, since 
P *f E p*p as shown above. 
This proposition enables us to derive instantly the following identification 
of multipliers of Wlvp when 1 < p < CO. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let 1 < p c co. Then the space of multipliers from Wlgp 
into itself is isomorphic to the space of multipliers on Lp. 
The theorem is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 2.3. 
Remark 2.5. That D( WI*“) = Lp(lR”) holds for p > 1 is due to the fact 
that the Riesz operators are bounded on Lp only if p > 1. 
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However, in the case when n = 1, that is, on the real line R, we are able tc 
see that D( IV’*‘) = L’(lR). For, in this case, a$, = d = d*/du*. If P is the 
paramwrrx OI LI, then for any fE L’(lR) we can write 
i.e., 
2 *f=f+ e*fE L’(lR). 
Thus d2P/dx2 maps L’ into L’. Since 
d2P (I II -*f dx2 = Ilf+ t*fIlLI < (1 + II&) II f IL’9 , 
the map is also bounded. 
Consequently we obtain the following result, as observed in [ 71. 
THEOREM 2.6. On the real line IR, the space of multipliers on W’,’ is 
isomorphic to the space of bounded measures on R. 
Remark 2.7. Observe that in the proof of theorem 2.2, we treat the Lp 
space essentially asthe Sobolev space W”,* in relation to the Sobolev space 
W”*. Also the fact that the multipliers on D(W’**) induce multipliers on 
W”* can be verified for more general spaces. Hence we can obtain Theorem 
2.2. in the following eneral form. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let 1 <p < CCI and m be any integer al. Then 
(Wm.* ) w-y = (D( v**), D( wm,*)) = (D( wmq, w” - Q), 
the three multiplier spaces are isomorphic upto equivalent norms. 
Again the proof of Proposition 2.3 shows that, we can obtain the more 
general result 
D(f+-y E H-J-*,*, 
where m is any integer >l and 1 < p < 03. 
This leads to the following identification of the multiplier spaces of the 
Sobolev spaces Wm**. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let 1 <p < co and m any non-negative integer. Then the 
space of multipliers on w”*p is isomorphic to the space of multipliers on Lp. 
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Remark 2.10. The above theorem can also be proved using the fact that 
there exists an isomorphism between IV*” and Lp if 1 <p < co, given by 
convolution with Bessel potential. See [lo]. 
In the case when p = 1, the above result fails in IR” for n > 1. For, we 
prove in the next section (Proposition 3.6) that the space of multipliers on 
Wm+’ is larger than the space of multipliers on L’, namely, the space M(IRR) 
of bounded measures. However, on the real line, the result still holds good. 
For, we can repeat the arguments of Remark 2.5 to obtain 
D(FJ) = p-l*’ on IR, 
where m > 1 and hence arrive at the following result. 
THEOREM 2.11. Let m be any non-negative integer. The space of 
multipliers on the Sobolev space W”‘*’ is isomorphic to the space of bounded 
measures, on the real line R. 
III. INTEGRABLE DISTR~BLJTIONS AND MULTIPLIERS:DUAL OF D(F) 
In this section we obtain a class of distributions which are multipliers on
w”*p for 1 Qp < 00. We show that this class strictly contains M(lF?“) for 
n > 1 and hence the multiplier space (IV”‘,‘, IV*‘) is larger than the 
multiplier space (L’, L’). Also, this class provides a set of LP-multipliers 
which are not bounded measures. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 1 <p < 00 and m any non-negative integer. Then 
if T is a distribution i (Corn)‘, then T defines a multiplier f om W”‘9p into Lp. 
Proof: If T E (Cz)‘, it can be expressed in the form C,,, gm a=,~, where 
,u, E M(lR”). Consider any f E g. Then 
T*f= 2 P,u,*f= 2 P&*f) 
lal<rn lffl<m 
Since f E 9 c Wmvp, ay E Lp for ( a( Q m. 
Hence 
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Hence IJT* &, Q I)Tllog,, Clul(,,, I(8”fllLp as the above is true for any 
representation fT. That is, 
lI T*fllu Q II Tlltc,f ll ll W”J” fE @. 
on g, the dense subspace of W”‘*p. Hence T can be uniquely extended to a 
continuous linear map from Wmlp into Lp, satisfying 
II TII Q II Thq,~ .
That T is given as a convolution operator shows that T is linear and 
commutes with translations. Hence T E ( Wmqp, Lp). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let 1 <p < 00 and m any non-negative integer. IfT is 
a distribution such that ?T E (Cy)’ for ) a) < m, then T defines a multiplier 
from WmVp into itself: 
Proof: From the above Proposition, for any a such that I a) < m, the fact 
that FTE (Cr)’ shows that 8”T is a multiplier from WmVp into Lp. Let us 
takefE Wmqp. Then T*f is in Lp and PT*f is in Lp if O<lal<m. We 
would like to show aa(T * f) = FT *f which would prove that T *f E Wmqp. 
For any q E Q, clearly, 8”T * v, = F(T * q). Since 8”T E ( FVVp, Lp) we get 
Hence we can extend this map, say, T,, continuously to the whole of IV”,p. 
Since 
T,(q) = a”(T * q) = a”T * v, for v, E B 
and a”T is defined on Wmqp, by the uniqueness of the extension we can write 
Y(T *f) = 8”T *f as distributions. This is what we wished to prove. Notice 
that for f E Wm*p 
IIam(T*f )IIu G IlaaTll(c~,, Ilf Ilww
for each a such that 1 a) Q m implies that 
Remark 3.3. In the light of Theorem 2.9, the above result shows that the 
multiplier space (Lp, L”) for 1 < p < co, contains distributions T satisfying 
a”T E (Cr)‘, where I a I < m, for every non-negative integer m. Notice that by 
means of Proposition 3.7 to follow, we show that the class of such 
distributions i larger than the space of bounded measures on R”, n > 2. 
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Put B”= {TE (et)‘: B”TE (Corn)‘, (a] Q m} for m any non-negative 
integer. Then we can make the following observations on the space B”. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. (i) B” is contained in the space of pseudomeasures on
R”. 
(ii) B” contains the measure algebra, M(lR”). 
(iii) Bm is a Banach algebra under convolution, with a norm given by 
ProoJ While (ii) is trivial and (iii) follows from straight forward 
verification, (i) is a consequence of the fact that B”’ c (LPI Lp) and the 
multipliers of Lp are contained in the space of pseudo measures. (See [3].) 
Now let us focus our attention to the case when p = 1. For any m, non- 
negative we have (Corn)’ c (IV*], L’) and B” c (IV,‘, W”“‘). We shall show 
that (IV*‘, IV*‘) is larger than (L’, L’) by showing that M(W) is strictly 
contained in B”’ if n > 2. However, in the case of n = 1, we make the 
following observation. 
PROPOSITION 3.5 (i) On the real line R, the space B” coincides with 
M(R) for each m > 1. 
(ii) On R, the space of multipliers from Wm.’ into L 1 is isomorphic to
(Cr)‘for m 2 1. 
ProoJ (i) is a consequence of Theorem 2.1 I and Proposition 3.2. It can 
also be seen directly from Schwartz [9, p. 621. 
(ii) Consider the function 
k(x) = eMx x20 
=o x < 0. 
Clearly k E L’(R) and k is a fundamental solution of the differential 
operator (d/dx + 1). Denote by k, the function k * k * -e + * k, convolved m 
times. Then the map f + k, *f is an isomorphism of L’(lR) onto IV”~‘(R), 
the inverse being given by the operator (d/dx + l)m. 
Now, let TE (V*‘, L’). We wish to show that TE (Cl;)‘. That T is a 
distribution such that 
T(g)= T*g, g E wm*l, 
can be checked by standard arguments. (See, for example, [3].) If we take 
580/45/l-2 
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fEL’(iR), k, *f is in IV*‘@). Hence T* k, *f belongs to L’(iR). Th 
shows that T * k, is actually a multiplier on L’(R). (Note that k, is also 
multiplier on L’.) This would mean that there exists ,U E M(R) such that 
Consider 
T* k,=p. 
But 
and m (T*km) 
=T* 
Hence T E (Cf)‘. 
That (Cy)’ c (IV*‘, L’) being already established, (ii) follows. 
In the case of higher dimensions (i) of Proposition above fails. We sho 
in the following that Bm strictly contains M(lR”) if n > 2 (Proposition 3.7 
This enables us to assert hat in R”, n > 2, the space of multipliers on IV”’ 
is larger than the multipliers on L’, unlike the case of lVp for p > 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. The multiplier space (W”‘,‘, Wm*‘) strictly contains tl 
space M(W) of bounded measures, if n > 2, and m > 1. 
ProoJ As we know that Bm is contained in (lymV1, IV”‘,‘) and B” c B”’ 
for each m > 0, it is enough to show that B’ is a space larger than M(R “) fc 
n > 2. This follows from the Proposition proved below. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. There exists a distribution T in B’, which is not 
bounded measure on R”, if n > 2. In fact T may be chosen to have compac 
support. 
Proof. One knows that there exists a distribution S such that aj5’ is ( 
order <l for every j, but S is not a measure, if n > 2. (See Schwart 
[9, p. 62, 1911). For, one can construct an example of such a distribution  
IQ”, n > 2, using the one given on R* by Ornstein [6]. 
Let us first show that S is then a distribution f order <l. If P is tk 
parametrix of A, which lies in IV’,‘, we can write 
S=A(P*S)+r*S for some <E g. 
==~~,P*a,S+C*S. 
j=l 
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As a,P belongs to L’, ajP * 8,s is of order <l for all j. Since < E g, < * S is 
in Cm. Hence S is of order <l. 
Let R be a relatively compact open set such that the restriction of S to ~2 
is not a measure. Such R exists; otherwise by using a partition of unity we 
could conclude that S is a measure. Let 9 E g(W) be a cut-off unction 
which is E 1 on R. Put T = VS. Since 
and S and ajS are of order <I, we see that T and aj T are of order < 1. 
Moreover, since T has compact support, T and aj T are actually integrable of 
order <l. Hence T E B’, but is not in M(R”). This completes the 
proposition. 
It can be shown that every multiplier on IV’“*’ is given by convolution 
with a tempered distribution (see, for example [3]). Here, we prove, further. 
that a multiplier on V*’ is integrable of order at most 2. This consequently 
gives the following information on the class Bm. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Every distribution T satisfy&g a”T is integrable of
order <m for Ial < m, is, in fact, of order <l or <2 accordingly asm is odd 
or even. 
As distributions T which are such that 8”7’ is integrable order <m if 
/al < m are multipliers on w”~ p for 1 <p ( co, the above proposition 
follows as an easy consequence of the result which we prove below. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. If T E (V*‘, Wm*‘) then T is integrable of order <l 
or <2 accordingly asm is odd or even. 
Proof: For the differential operator d”, we can find a parametrix P which 
lies in WZk-‘71, for any positive integer k. (See Schwartz 191.) Now, suppose 
T E (IV”,‘, IV’“,‘) and m = 2k - 1. Consider AkP = 6 + t for some e E 9. 
or 
T=Ak(T*P)-T*<. 
But T * P E IV*’ as T is a multiplier on w”,’ and P E Wm.‘. Hence 
Ak(T * P) can be written as an element in D(L’), as T * P E W2k-1*1. Also 
<E % c Wm.‘, T t r E Wm.‘. Hence clearly T E D(L ‘). This shows that T is 
integrable of order 41. Let m = 2k for some k. Now take Ak+’ and its 
parametrix P which lies in W2k+1q1. Then clearly P is in Wzk31. Hence 
T=Ak+‘(T* P)- T* {. 
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Notice that dk+ ‘(T * P) can be written in the form CtJ (a2 gU/ax, ax,), 
where g,, are in L’. Clearly T * < E WZkV’. Hence T can be expressed as an 
element in D*(L’) which implies that T is of order <2. 
Before closing this section, we add more information about the space B’, 
namely, that B’ is a dual space. We prove the result for a more general case. 
Let us first make the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.10. Let S be a Banach space of distributions, continuously 
imbedded in P. If we define 
Sb(S)={TES:$TES,j=1,2 ,..., n)
then Sb(S) is a Banach space under the norm 
II TII Sb(S) = II Tll, + 5 II $TlI,- 
j=l 
This is just the notion of Sobolev space carried over to a space of 
distributions. 
Let us recall the definition of D(F) for F any Banach space of 
distributions, given by 
with the norm 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Let F be a normal space of distributions which is 
complete under its own norm and assume that R” operates on F continuously 
by translations. Then the dual space D(F)* of D(F) is isomorphic to Sb(F*) 
and the norms of D(F)* and Sb(F*) are equivalent. 
Proof. First, suppose that T E D(F)*. Then since F c D(F) and 
11 fIIDtF) < 11 fIIF if E F, T is also in F*. For j = 1,2,..., n, consider 8jT. We 
would like to show that cY,T is also in F*. As F* c g’, we have TE 9 and 
so a,TE 68’. For any ~0 E 9, 
alT(d = -W,d. 
Since rp E 9 c F, 8,~ E D(F). Thus we obtain 
lajT(P)l= IT(a,c~)l Q II~~I~~~~*I~~~v)I~~~~~ 
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This shows that a,T defines a continuous linear functional on a dense 
subspace of F. We can extend, therefore, 8 T on F to an element of the dual 
space F*, satisfying 
This being true for each j, we get 
I/ TII a,(,=) < (n + 1111 TI/,(w (6) 
Conversely, let us take TE Sb(F*) and show that this defines a bounded 
linear functional on D(F). If fE D(F) and has a representation 
f0 + cj”=, ajfi, then we define 
We claim that ?((f) is independent of the representation fJ If f, + .?Y a& is 
a representation fzero dfO + 2 ait;.) * g is again a representation fzero, if 
gELi,*. 
Let us take an approximate identity (et] c g for F. Then f, * e, -4 in F, 
for j = 1, 2 ,..., n.
Since T, ajT are continuous on F, we have 
Now L?,(T(cp * er) = -T(u, * a,e,) for every cp E @. By approximating & by 
elements of %, we can conclude 
a, T(J * el) = -T(jj * i3,e,). 
Hence 
T(fi * q> - 5 (ajT)Vj * d 
j=l 
= T(J-~ * e,) + 5 T~j * a,e,> = T f~ * er + ch * ajel 
j=l 
=T (fo+ (~aj/;:)*e,)=T(0)=O- 
for all 1. Hence T(&) - JJy=, (a, T)uj) = 0. This proves our claim. 
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Clearly T is linear. We shall now check continuity. If S=fO + s= I aif,, 
fo,.f, ,...,f, E r;; 
I m->I = ( wi) -c Gm.0 / I 
< maW&,..., llf,llF-3(ll TIIsbcF*J. 
Since this is true for any representation ff, we get 
I w> < II %(F’, IlfIlD(FP fE WI- 
Hence 
II fID,,* G II %CF’,. 
This together with (6) gives the equivalence of the norms in D(F)* and 
Sb(F*) and hence the isomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 3.12. (i) The space L1 n BV on IF?” is a dual space 
isomorphic to D(C,)*. 
(ii) The space B’ = {TE (Ci)‘: 8,TE (C$j= 1,2... n} is a dual 
space isomorphic to D(C:)*. 
Proof is immediate if we take F = C, and Ci in Proposition 3.11 respec- 
tively to get (i) and (ii). Notice that (p EM@“): 8jp E M(R”), 
j = 1, 2,..., n}= L’ r7 BV is proved in the course of the proof of Theorem 1.4. 
Remark 3.13. If for any Banach space F which is a normal space of 
distributions on RR, we can define, for each non-negative integer m, 
D”(F)= $= 2 
I 
a=fa,f,EF 
lal<m I 
Ilf IILPW = inf ,;a<xm (Ilf,IIP> 9 I I 
then Dm(F) is a Banach space. We can obtain for D”(F), results imilar to 
those involving D(F). 
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IV. THE SPACE OF MULTIPLIERS AS A DUAL SPACE 
In this section, we characterize the multiplier spaces of the Sobolev space 
Wmvp as dual spaces. In the case when 1 <p < co, by the result of Figa- 
Talamanca [2], the multiplier space (L’, Lp) is isometrically isomorphic to a 
dual space (AC)*, where 
Ai= f= 2 fi*g,, withJELp,giELp’, 
I i= 1 
03, where L+“=l . 
P P’ I 
A; is a Banach space under the norm 
Ilfll,,~ = inf] il: IIh IL II k2ll~~ 1 9 
i=l 
where the inlimum is taken over all such representations ofJ: 
As we have identified the multipliers on lV”‘*p with those on Lp if 
1 < p < co, we get immediately, 
( Wmvp, W”‘,p) = (A;)* for l<p<a. 
The equality sign stands for isomorphism between the spaces. 
We shall now consider the case p = I and prove that the multiplier space 
(Wm.‘, IV”“) can be identified with a dual space of a space of continuous 
functions. For simplicity, we prove the result in the case m = 1. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let G = {f= Cz I & * gr,f, E W’-’ and g, E D(C,,) for 
all i, such that C;“=l ]]fi]lw,., )I gi]]D(COj < a}. Define the norm 
where the intimum is taken over all representations ofSE G. Then G is a 
Banach space. 
THEOREM 4.2. The space of multipliers from W’*’ into itself is 
isomorphic to the dual space G*, with norms equivalent. 
ProoJ First, suppose TE (W’,‘, W’.‘). We shall show that T induces a 
bounded linear functional on G. Define, forfE G, 
LAf) = ,f Vi * g,(O)* (7) 
i=l 
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Since for any f E WI*’ and g E D(C,) we see that f* g E C, and 
ID-* dlc,< llfllW’.~ll &CO)’ 
the R.H.S. of (7) is meaningful. We claim that L, is the required continuous 
linear functional. Let us first verify that L, is well defined. Take a represen- 
tation of 0 in G, say, C;“=,.& *gj. If (e,} c g is an approximate identity for 
WI,‘, with (le,ll, = 1, 
Tfi*gi*e,+Tfi*gi in C,, 
for each i. Also 
This shows that the convergence of the series is uniform w.r.t.n. Hence cg, 
Th * gi * e,(O) -+ 221 TA * g,(O). Notice that since T is a multiplier, 
)J T& * gi * e,(O) = C.& * gi * Ten(O) 
= (FL*gi) *Ten(O). 
This is zero as Cif, * gi is zero. This shows that Cz r TJ * St(O) is zero. 
L, is obviously linear. We shall prove the continuity. Take fE G. Then 
ILAf)l G 5 II rfiIIwl*lII giII~~~o, 
i=l 
G II TII 2 Ilfill~~l II giIIDcc,,. 
i=l 
But this is valid for any representation Cf;: * gi of fE G. Hence 
I-w-)I G II TII ISIIG~ .fE G- 
Thus L, E G* and satisfies 
lIL,ll,* < II TIl (8) 
for every T E (W’,‘, W’~‘). Hence the inclusion map T-, L, of (Wlvl, WI,‘) 
into G* is continuous. 
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Conversely, take L E G*. We must show that L induces a multiplier on 
WI,‘. FixfE IV’*‘. Define for any g E D(C,), 
T.“d=w-*g)* 
Then 
I m&T11 = IJW-* g)l G llLllc3* Ilfllw~J II &co, 
for every g E D(C,). This shows that Tf belongs to D(C,)*. By 
Proposition 3.12, D(C,)* is isomorphic to L’ nBV. Hence we note that 
f- Tf is a map from W I,1 into L’ n BV satisfying 
II Tf II L’rwV < c IIL IIG’ Ilfllw~.~. (9) 
For anyfE W’,’ and g E g c D(C,), 
r,??-(g) = ?YVy g) =L(f* qz) =W,f* 8) 
= T~,f(d 
for y E IR”. As %? is dense in D(C,) we get 
Qf = TrJ for yE R”,fE W”‘. 
Linearity of L implies the linearity of T. Hence T is a multiplier from W”’ 
into L’ n BV. For any y E R” we can write 
II 5, Tf - Tfllw,w = II Tr,f - ?‘kw < L llr$-f IIwv 
for f E WI,‘, using (9). As y + 0, IIr,,f -f (lwl,, tends to zero by the Segal 
algebra property of W”‘. Hence Tf is a continuously translating element of 
L’n BV. But W’*’ is the continuously translating subspace of L’ nBV. 
Hence we get Tf E W’,’ and 1) TfjI,,,, = 11 TfJ(w,.,. By (9), this proves that T 
is actually a multiplier from W”’ into itself with 
Hence II TII < C IIL lb. This together with (8) gives the isomorphism upto 
equivalent norms. 
Remark4.3. The proof of the above theorem can be carried out 
analogously for m > I to obtain (IV-‘, IV*‘) as a dual space, say, Gz. In 
the definition of G, we use Dm(C,) in the place of D(C,) in G, where 
D”(C,) is given by 
I f = c Pf,,f, E G * lul<m I 
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Remurk 4.4. In the definition f G, we can equivalently replace D(C,) by 
C, and W131 by D(W19’). 
We now show that G is actually contained in D(CA). 
PROPOSITION 4.5. G is imbedded continuously in D(Ck). 
Proof. Let f= C;D=if, * g,, f, E WIV1, g, E D(C,) be any element in G. 
Considerfi *g,. Since g, = hf, + C 8,hj for hf, ..., hf, E C,, 
fi * 81 =fi * hb + Cfj * ajh~ 
is valid since 9 is dense in CO. Notice that 
Since hb + C a,hj is any representation fg,, 
Since this is true for every i, we get immediately 
Ml DCC;, = 
Also, this is valid for every representation ff. Hence 
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Remark 4.6. By the above proposition we obtain G* 2 D(CA)*. As seen 
already in 4.2 and 3.12, G* is isomorphic to M(W’*‘, IV’.‘) and D(CA)* is 
isomorphic to I?‘. Hence we arrive at the result of Proposition 3.2, for m = 1, 
and p = 1, B’ cM( IV’,‘, W’,‘). 
Remark 4.7. We notice that the space G of Definition 4.1 is actually the 
module tensor product W’,’ &, D(C,). Hence we have identified the 
multiplier space (IV’,‘, W’,l) as the dual space of tensor product. We shall 
be able to arrive at this result using [5] if we show that the Segal algebra 
lV’*’ satisfies a certain property “P” defined in [5]. By means of our result 
that L’ n BV is the dual space of D(C,) (Proposition 3.12) we can show that 
W”’ does satisfy this property. 
V. A SEGAL ALGEBRA WHOSE MULTIPLIER SPACE IS B’ 
In this section we define a new Segal algebra S on R” and show that its 
multiplier space (S, S) can be identified with the space B’ of integrable 
distributions T of order <l with 8,T also of order <l, i = 1,2,..., n. This 
gives us an example of a Segal algebra on R” whose multiplier space can be 
precisely characterised and is larger than the space M(lf?“) of bounded 
measures. As already observed (Proposition 3.4 (iii)), B’ is a convolution 
algebra of distributions which can be thought of as a generalization of 
M(lR”). Hence B’ is a “natural” space of multipliers for a Segal algebra on 
R”. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let E be the fundamental solution of the differential 
operator (I-A) given by the Bessel potential 
E(x) = $l,m e--nlx12/~ ,-~/4n~--nIZ d,, 
for x E R”. It can be seen that E belongs to W’*‘. Further, E lies in the space 
0; of rapidly decreasing distributions, defined in Schwartz [9]. We define 
S= 
I 
f=E*f,+ 2 3iE*h:fo,f ,,..., f, EL’(R”) . 
i=l ! 
Then S is a Banach space under the norm 
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where C = I]E]]wl,l and the inlimum is taken over all possible representations 
off in S. Note that IV’-’ c S. In fact, if f E IV’*’ then 
f=(I-A)E*f=E*f- i atE*a,f. 
i=l 
Also, the following proposition can be proved easily. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. The space S is a Segal algebra under the norm 11 IIs. 
Analogous to S, we can define another space. 
DEFINITION 5.3. Let N={f=E*~u,+CI=,aiE*~li, po,p~,**.,pnE 
M(IT?“)}. Then N is a Banach space under the norm 
Ilf llN = C infmax{ll~u,II,(,n,,..., I~nlI~~~~~l~ 
where, as before, C = llEllw,,l and the inlinum is taken over all possible 
representations off in N. 
We now proceed to the multiplier esults. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. The space of multipliers from L’(R”) into D(L’) is 
isometrically isomorphic to the space (CA)‘. 
Proof. Using the facts that (Ct)’ is a dual space and D(L’) is the 
continuously translating subspace of (Ci)‘, we can prove the proposition 
along the lines of [ 11, Theorem 3.19, p. 291. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. The space of multipliers from L’ into the Segal 
algebra S is isomorphic to the space N. 
Proof Observe that the differential operator (Z -d) is a continuous 
bijection from N onto (C:)’ which takes S onto D(L’). Hence we can 
identify S with E * D(L’) and N with E * (Ci)’ so that the proof is 
immediate, on account of Proposition 5.4. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. The space (S, S) of multipliers on the Segal algebra S 
is isomorphic to the space B’. 
Proof Let, first, T E B’. As S is identified with E * D(L’), for each 
f E S, we write 
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where fo,f, ,...,f, are in L ‘(II”). Define 
?+((f)=E* T+fo+ 5 aiT*h 
i= 1 
As in the last part of the proof of Theorem 2.2 we see that T(f) is 
independent of the representation ff and p defines a multiplier of S into 
itself with 11 TII <K 11 T/I*, for some K > 0. 
Conversely, let FE (S, S). Note, first, hat f is given by a pseudomeasure 
T, since S is a Segal algebra [5], such that 
ptf >= T*.fi f E,S. 
Let E, and Ei be the operators of convolution with E and a,E. Then T * E, 
and T * E, are multipliers from L’ into S which are clearly given by 
convolution with T * E and T * aiE = 8, T * E. Since N = E * (CA)‘, by 
Proposition 5.5 we have T * E = E * U, and 3, T * E = E * Vi with U,, , U, in 
(Ci)‘. Applying the operator (I-d) to these relations and using E, a,E, 
(I-d)6E 0: we obtain that T= U,, aiT= Vi so that TEB’. The 
equivalence of norms follows by the closed graph theorem. 
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